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S. MUKHERJEE, S. N. SARKAR, P. RAYCHAUDHURI AND S. K. MAZUMDAR conformations [5, 6] . This constantly exchanges energy and motion with solvent molecules; thus, internal motions within the structure are set up. These are evidenced from spectroscopic probes: fluorescence depolarization measurements of DNA bound drug molecules [7] , changes of NMR spectral line widths [8] , light scattering studies of DNA [9] , and hydrogen ion-exchange reaction of DNA bases with solvent molecules [i0] . These are sufficient to show that the DNA double helix possessesa d?amic structure. Exploitation of this dynamic nature may allow conformational transitions between various structural forms of DNA which have been experimentally monitored by CD spectroscopy.
Investigations by infrared spectroscopy [ii] have shown that external conditions of salt content and humidity highly affect the orientations of the phosphate groups and planes of the base pairs with respect to the helix axis of the DNA. Hogan et al [8] 
The wave will propagate if K Thermal fluctuations are carried out through coefficients like A (). To obtain n the averages u>, <du/dt, (du/dt)2>, etc., one has to find the respective distribution functions using Chandrasekhar's eemma [16] . Let [19] has shown, from structural considerations, that disruption of the first intercalation will occur if the second intercalatlon happens just at the adjacent site, violating the exclusion law. He has also shown how sugar puckering changes alternately from base pair to base pair at maximum drug intercalation condition. This is illustrated in Figure l(c) . Thus [22] and irreversible melting of duplex strands [23] It has been experimentally found [25] Only m unified theory capable of generating all the internal motions together would be able to describe all the dynamic phenomena with exact quantitative details.
